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Abstract: This paper concerns the problem of modelling electrical, thermal and optical properties
of multi-colour power light-emitting diodes (LEDs) situated on a common PCB (Printed Circuit
Board). A new form of electro-thermo-optical model of such power LEDs is proposed in the form
of a subcircuit for SPICE (Simulation Program with Integrated Circuits Emphasis). With the use
of this model, the currents and voltages of the considered devices, their junction temperature and
selected radiometric parameters can be calculated, taking into account self-heating phenomena in
each LED and mutual thermal couplings between each pair of the considered devices. The form of
the formulated model is described, and a manner of parameter estimation is also proposed. The
correctness and usefulness of the proposed model are verified experimentally for six power LEDs
emitting light of different colours and mounted on an experimental PCB prepared by the producer of
the investigated devices. Verification was performed for the investigated diodes operating alone and
together. Good agreement between the results of measurements and computations was obtained. It
was also proved that the main thermal and optical parameters of the investigated LEDs depend on a
dominant wavelength of the emitted light.

Keywords: multi-colour power LEDs; modelling; electro-thermal models; thermal phenomena;
SPICE; self-heating; mutual thermal couplings

1. Introduction

Light-emitting diodes (LEDs) are the most important components of solid-state light-
ing sources commonly used in the lighting technique [1–4]. The typical application of
power LEDs emitting white light is to illuminate working places and living rooms [2–4]. On
the other hand, power LEDs emitting colour light are typically used for the illumination of
buildings, bridges or other architectural objects [3,4]. Such LEDs are also used as elements
of the decorative backlight at home or in hotels and restaurants. An important application
of colour power LEDs is in traffic lights [4]. All the mentioned groups of power LEDs are
also used in the automotive industry.

Many papers describe different scientific problems connected with the manufacturing,
testing, modelling and technical applications of power LEDs [5–8]. In the last 10 years, the
maximum value of the emitted luminous flux and the value of luminous efficiency have
visibly increased [3,9,10]. Additionally, the price of power LEDs keeps decreasing every
year. Therefore, solid-state lighting sources are more and more frequently used.

The influence of the device junction temperature on the optical and electrical prop-
erties of the power LEDs is very important [11–13]. An increase in the device junction
temperature considerably shortens the lifetime of the considered devices [14–16]. A very
important problem is also the thermal management of components of solid-state lighting
sources. An increase in the diode temperature equal to 20 ◦C can cause even a sixfold
decrease in its lifetime [14]. Therefore, limitation of the value of the device junction tem-
perature and effective cooling of this device are essential. The ability to remove the heat
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dissipated in the considered device can be hampered by thermal resistance [17,18], which
is equal to the quotient of the difference between the device’s internal temperature Tj and
ambient temperature Ta per power dissipated in this device. In the JEDEC (Joint Electron
Device Engineering Council) standards [19,20] and in the application notes given by the
manufacturer [21], thermal resistance Rth or electric thermal resistance Rthe of power LEDs
is defined. In the definition of Rth, thermal power pth equal to the difference between the
electrical power (the product of diode current and voltage) and the optical power (power
of the emitted light) is used. In contrast, in the definition of Rthe, the thermal power and
the electrical power are equal to each other.

As stated in [22], from the point of view of the designer, accurate prediction of the
junction temperature of power LEDs is very important. It makes it possible to obtain
stability of lighting parameters and long lifetimes of solid-state light sources. Therefore,
the design and thermal management of the considered light sources require effective and
accurate thermal models [23,24]. Moreover, solid-state light sources often contain LED
modules consisting of many power LEDs mounted on the same substrate. Therefore,
thermal models of these devices have to take into account both self-heating phenomena
and mutual thermal couplings [25]. A review of compact thermal models of semiconductor
devices is presented, e.g., in [26]. The problem of formulation of such thermal models
has been considered for multi-chip modules previously [27,28]. For instance, in [28], the
method of thermal analysis of semiconductor devices including many heat sources is
described. According to this method, the matrix of self- and transfer transient thermal
impedances can be used.

While designing any electronic system, e.g., solid-state lighting systems, computer
simulations are indispensable. In such simulations, proper models of all the components
contained in the analysed system are needed [29]. For power LEDs, mutual interactions
between electrical, optical and thermal phenomena are very important [11,28,30–32]. There-
fore, models of power LEDs belong to the group of multi-domain models [11,30–32], which
take into account electrical, optical and thermal phenomena occurring in such class of
semiconductor devices.

Many studies [30–37] have been devoted to modelling the properties of power LEDs
emitting white light, but only some studies [38–40] have been devoted to the problem of
modelling colour power LEDs. The study in [31] focuses on power LEDs used in display
systems, whereas the study in [39] considers the thermal properties of such devices. In
turn, the study in [40] describes an effective procedure of measuring the characteristics of
power LEDs. Studies [11,31,32] have also described the multi-domain compact models of
power LEDs on the basis of an idea similar to the one presented in [30,36]. The differences
between the considered models are connected with the details in the formulas describing
particular parts of these models.

The study in [31] presents a fully implementable compact model of power LEDs. This
model is implemented in the SPICE program. To determine the parameters of the proposed
model, it is necessary to use the expensive measurement instruments described in JEDEC
standards [19,20].

In [32], a new approach to the multi-domain modelling of large LED lamps, including
tens of single LEDs, is presented. The compact thermal model of the whole lamp is formu-
lated based on computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models. Thermal analyses prepared
in such a way and their results can be applied in the network analogue representing the
thermal model with the use of the Cauer network. Next, the parameters existing in this
network are estimated and entered into the multi-domain model of the LED lamp. Unfor-
tunately, the manner of formulating the considered model is difficult and the results of
measurements and computations are presented for the steady state only.

The study in [33] contains equations describing the dependence of luminous efficiency
and luminous flux on the junction temperature and the electrical power dissipated in
the diode. It is shown how to estimate the diode’s forward current at which the emitted
luminous flux has the maximum value.
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The study in [34] presents the theory and a photo-electro-thermal model of phosphor-
coated LEDs. In [41], a general 3D photo-electro-thermal LED model is described. This
model accurately predicts the temperature distribution, luminous flux and correlated
colour temperature (CCT) of an LED lighting system. In [42], some results of computations
performed with a model from [34] are compared to the results of dynamic measurements.
The dynamic version of the model from [33] is described in [43].

In [44], an analysis of the properties of white-light-emitting diodes with a large surface
area was performed. These devices include a multiple-chip LED emitting blue light and a
phosphor layer. The temperature distribution in the LED chip was computed, taking into
account optical and thermal properties of the white phosphor coating.

In [30], a compact electro-thermo-optical model of power LEDs emitting white light
is described. This is an improved version of the model presented in [35], describing a
manner of estimating optical parameters in detail. The versions of the considered model
presented in the mentioned papers are based on the classical Shockley model of a p-
n junction given, e.g., in [39], and they describe the electrical characteristics of these
devices. The thermal properties of the modelled diode are characterised by the use of one
device junction temperature, the value of which depends on ambient temperature and
the dissipated heating power. This power is equal to the difference between the electrical
power supplying this device and the optical power characterising the emitted light. In the
cited papers, the mutual thermal couplings of the modelled diode with the other diodes
are omitted. The optical properties of the whole LED are characterised by luminous flux
emitted by the tested LEDs. Due to the mutual interactions between the device junction
temperature and the optical power, some problems with the convergence of computations
performed with the use of the considered models could be observed.

In some studies [45,46], an experimental study of thermal and optical parameters of a
selected LED module and thermal couplings between the diodes placed on the common
base has been presented. The aforementioned LED module consists of only a dozen
serially connected white power LEDs. The experimental results are compared to the
results of computations. The formulated model, taking into account the three-dimensional
temperature distribution, is investigated using CFD methods. This 3D model also takes
into account a different heat-sink construction and different air flow rates. The prepared
model also takes into account the influence of the Peltier cell temperature on the thermal
and optical parameters of the investigated LED module.

In the mentioned papers, different models of power LEDs are described, but there is a
lack of an electro-thermo-optical model of power LEDs emitting light of different colours.
Many of these models do not take into account differences in the junction temperature of
the power LED situated on a common PCB [36,47]. The study in [36] describes a model
of an LED lamp containing an LED module emitting white light. In the cited model, one
internal temperature characterises the thermal properties of the whole module. Meanwhile,
in [48], including the results of measurements only, it is shown that due to the mutual
thermal couplings between such diodes, the junction temperature of each of them can
increase even by 40 ◦C and the differences between the values of this temperature for the
diodes mounted on a common PCB can exceed even 60 ◦C.

This paper presents the manner of modelling the electrical, optical and thermal prop-
erties of colour and white power LEDs situated on a common PCB. The authors propose a
new compact electro-thermo-optical model of such power LEDs. This model is described by
the same equations as those describing the considered properties of colour and white power
LEDs. The new model takes into account simultaneously self-heating in each LED and
mutual thermal coupling between each pair of the considered devices. In this model, a very
simple manner of computing the device junction temperature of each diode is proposed. It
is based on the concept of self- and transfer electrical transient thermal impedances, which
makes it possible to perform fast and accurate computations and take into account the
differences in the junction temperatures of the power LEDs situated on a common PCB.
The correctness of the proposed model is verified experimentally for an evaluation kit
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performed by OSRAM Semiconductor in cooperation with Infineon Technologies. This kit
includes six power LEDs emitting light of different spectra and mounted in the same kind
of cases. The investigated diodes are produced by OSRAM Semiconductor.

2. Model Form

The proposed electro-thermo-optical model of multi-colour power LEDs situated on a
common PCB is based on the model of power LEDs emitting white light and described
in [30]. The manner of modelling thermal phenomena is based on the concept described
in [35]. According to this concept, to formulate the model of a semiconductor device, the
following steps are needed:

(a) Establishing some analytical equations
(b) Analysing whether no redundancy between the elements occurs
(c) Presenting the properties of a typical data set
(d) Explaining how the data processing eliminates the outliers
(e) Presenting the results set

For each diode, this model is dedicated for SPICE, and it has the form of a subcircuit,
the diagram of which is shown in Figure 1. In the computations, the PSPICE version
17.2-2016 was used.
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Figure 1. Network representation of the electro-thermo-optical model of the power light-emitting
diode (LED) situated on a common PCB (Printed Circuit Board) with m other diodes.

This model contains three blocks: an electrical model, an optical model and a thermal
model. The current–voltage characteristics of the considered devices are described in the
electrical model. It takes into account the influence of the device junction temperature
Tj. In the thermal model, the value of Tj is computed, taking into account self-heating
phenomena and mutual thermal couplings with the other diodes situated on the same
PCB. In the optical model, the surface power density of the illuminated surface and the
optical power are computed, taking into account the values of the diode’s forward current
iD and the junction temperature Tj. In contrast to the models of power LEDs described in
the literature, in the new model, optical parameters do not influence the device junction
temperature, which is computed using the idea of electrical transient thermal impedance.
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The terminals A and C represent the anode and the cathode of the modelled device,
respectively. Using these terminals, the considered model can be connected to the other
components occurring in the application circuit of this diode. The other terminals of the
model (Tj, Popt, Ee, p, p1, p2, . . . , pm) do not correspond to the physical terminals of the
power LED, and they are used to give information about the values of optical (Popt, Ee)
and thermal (Tj) quantities of the modelled device and the electrical power dissipated in
the modelled diode (p) and in the other diodes situated on the same PCB (p1, p2, . . . pm).

In the following sections, the three above-mentioned components of the new model
are described.

2.1. Electrical Model

The electrical model has a simpler form than the corresponding part existing in the
photo-electro-thermal model of power LEDs emitting white light and described in [30,36].
It contains a controlled current source G1, a resistor RS0 and a controlled voltage source
ERS. The source G1 models the diode current with the formula

iD = I0 ·
(

Tj

T0

)3

· exp

(
−

q ·Vgo

n · k · Tj

)
·
[

exp

(
q · vG

n · k · Tj

)
− 1

]
(1)

In Equation (1), k is the Boltzmann constant; q is the electron charge; Vgo is the voltage
corresponding to the band-gap energy depending on the semiconductor material used to
construct the LED; vG is the voltage on the source G1; n is the emission coefficient of the
diode current; and I0 is a model parameter depending on the semiconductor material, on
the doping profile of the p-n junction and on the area of this junction.

As shown, e.g., in [49], the value of Vgo depends on temperature, but in the range of
temperature changes from 300 to 500 K, the dependence Vgo(Tj) can be effectively modelled
with the use of a linear function and the slope of this function is very low. This means that
in the considered range of changes in the device’s internal temperature, Equation (1) can
properly model the dependence iD(vG) in the considered range of this temperature.

Resistor RS0 is the diode series resistance at the reference temperature T0. voltage
source ERS describes the linear dependence of the diode series resistance on the device
junction temperature using the following formula [30]:

ERS = iD · RS0 · αRS ·
(
Tj − T0

)
(2)

where αRS denotes the temperature coefficient of series resistance.
As power LEDs operate typically in forward mode only, the detailed description of

the characteristics in reverse mode is neglected.
The controlled voltage source EPel is used to compute the electrical power dissipated

in the modelled device. The output voltage of this source is described by the formula

p = iD · vD (3)

The current iD and voltage vD are marked in Figure 1.

2.2. Optical Model

The optical quantities, e.g., optical power Popt and surface power density Ee, of the
emitted light at a distance r from the diode are computed in the optical model with the use
of the controlled voltage sources EPopt and EEe, respectively. These quantities depend both
on the diode current computed in the electrical model and on the junction temperature Tj
computed in the thermal model.

The surface power density of the illuminated surface Ee is described by the following
formula:

Ee = Ee0 ·
[
1− exp

(
−αL · iD ·

(
1 + αLTE ·

(
Tj − T0

)
+ αLTE2 ·

(
Tj − T0

)2
))]

(4)
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In Equation (4), Ee0 denotes the surface power density of the emitted light measured
at a known distance r from the tested LED in the axis of this device at the maximum value
of forward current and temperature Tj equal to temperature T0. The parameters αL, αLT
and αLT2 characterise the dependence of Ee on the diode’s forward current and junction
temperature.

In Equation (4), a polynomial of the second degree of the junction temperature is
used. Such a degree of this polynomial is selected after calculating values of the Bayesian
information criterion (BIC) [50], which is the smallest for this degree of the considered
polynomial.

The parameter Ee characterises the optical properties of power LEDs only in the axis of
these devices. To characterise the whole light emitted by the power LED, the optical power
Popt should be used. The mentioned parameter depends on the emission characteristics of
the considered semiconductor device. These characteristics can be effectively approximated
with the square function of the angle α between the axis of the diode and the direction of
the observation. The relative surface power density of optical radiation, αopt, is described
by the following formula [30]:

aopt = a · α2 + b · α+ c (5)

where a, b and c are the coefficients of the approximation polynomial.
The optical power Popt is given by the formula

Popt = 2 · Ee · π · r2 · (1 − cosαmax

)
·
(

a · α2
max/3 + 2 · c

)
(6)

where αmax denotes the emission angle at which the surface power density is equal to zero.
The form of Equation (6) is obtained after the transformation of the formulas given in [30].
These formulas describe the optical power of the light emitted inside the sphere sector
characterised by an emission angle. The value of Ee is measured at a distance r from the
investigated diode.

2.3. Thermal Model

The compact thermal model makes it possible to compute the junction temperature Tj
of the considered LED and takes into account self-heating phenomena in this device and
mutual thermal couplings between the considered device and the other LEDs situated on
the common PCB. As shown, e.g., in [51], in a semiconductor die, non-uniform tempera-
ture distribution is observed, whereas in the compact thermal model, only one junction
temperature is used. Therefore, this junction temperature is equal to the average value of
the temperature observed in this die.

The waveform of the junction temperature can be described with the following for-
mula:

Tj(t) = Ta +

t∫
0

Z′the(t− v) · p(v)dv +
m

∑
i=1

t∫
0

Z′thei(t− v) · pi(v)dv (7)

where Ta is the ambient temperature; p(v) is the electrical power dissipated in the modelled
diode; pi(v) is the electrical power dissipated in diode Di, situated on the common PCB
with the modelled diode; and Z′the(t) is a time derivative of self-electrical transient thermal
impedance of the modelled diode, whereas Z′thei(t) is a time derivative of the transfer
electrical transient thermal impedance between the modelled diode and diode Di. For each
diode, one self-electrical transient thermal impedance Zthe(t) characterising self-heating
phenomena and five electric transfer thermal impedances characterising the mutual thermal
couplings between the modelled diode and the other diodes situated on the common PCB
are used.
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The parameter Zthei(t) is defined with the use of the following equation:

Zthei(t) =
Tj(t)− Ta

vDi · iDi
(8)

where Tj(t) is the waveform of the device junction temperature obtained, while the power
supply of the diode Di has the form of a jump of a value equal to the product of the current
iDi and voltage vDi of this diode.

As is visible after analysing the form of Equations (7) and (8), the emitted optical
power does not influence the device junction temperature.

In the proposed model, electro-thermal analogy [26,52,53] is used. Therefore, the
thermal model has a network form containing a few Foster RC networks. One of these
networks (visible on top of the diagram of the thermal model in Figure 1) models self-
heating phenomena. In this network, the controlled current source GT represents the
electrical power pth dissipated in the considered power LED. Components Rth1, Rth2, . . . ,
Rthn and Cth1, Cth2, . . . , Cthn model self-electrical transient thermal impedance between
the junction of this diode and the surroundings. The voltage source VTa represents ambient
temperature. The controlled voltage source ET represents an increase in the device junction
temperature caused by mutual thermal couplings between the investigated diode and the
other diodes situated on the common PCB.

The terminals p1, p2 and pm are connected to the outputs p of the electrical models of
the other diodes situated on the same PCB. Voltages on these terminals control the output
currents of the controlled current sources GT1, GT2, . . . , GTm, respectively.

The output voltage of the source, ET, is equal to the sum of the voltages in nodes ∆T1,
∆T2, . . . , ∆Tm. The voltage in each of these nodes represents an increase in the junction
temperature of the tested diode caused by the electrical power dissipation in one of the
other diodes mounted on the common PCB, e.g., ∆T1 by the power dissipated in the first
diode and ∆T2 by the power dissipated in the second diode. Each RC network connected
to the mentioned controlled current sources represents transfer electric transient thermal
impedance between the investigated LED and each of the other LEDs situated on the
common PCB.

The values of the parameters of RC elements describing transfer electric transient
thermal impedance depend on the distance between the modelled power LED and the
proper diode situated on the common PCB. In the authors’ previous investigations on
diodes situated at the same distance, the same waveforms of transfer transient thermal
impedance were obtained [48]. In such a case, the number of subcircuits shown at the
bottom of Figure 1 can be reduced.

3. Model Parameters Estimation

A practical application of the formulated model needs estimation of the values of
the parameters occurring in this model for the investigated devices. The used manner
of estimating the parameters is based on the idea of local estimation presented in [36,
54]. Estimation of the parameters describing the electrical properties of the modelled
semiconductor devices is realised using the isothermal characteristics of these devices
(obtained at the quasi-ideal cooling conditions). Such characteristics are measured with the
use of the impulse method and are given in the catalogue data [54].

A manner of estimating the values that occur in the electrical model was described
in [26]. In this method, electrical characteristics of the LED computed for the forward mode
are used with the formulas from [36]. In the case of the considered colour power LEDs, it
is very important to estimate correctly the band-gap voltage Vgo, which depends on the
material used to produce these semiconductor devices. According to the considerations
presented in [36], the value of this parameter can be obtained using the measured calibration
curve vD(T), which indicates the dependence of forward voltage on temperature at a fixed
value of forward current.
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In turn, optical parameter values are estimated using the emission characteristics and
measurements of the surface power density of the illuminated surface. The mentioned
characteristics were approximated by means of the square function. Next, the values of the
coefficients a, b and c occurring in Equation (5) are obtained using Excel software.

A manner of estimating the parameters Ee0, αL, αLT and αLT2 relating to the optical
properties of the modelled devices uses the measured dependence of the surface power
density of the emitted light on the diode current and the temperature. The mentioned
measurements must be performed at a fixed distance r between the surface of the tested
diode and the probe of the radiometer.

The values of thermal parameters, describing the electric transient thermal impedance
of the tested LED and transfer transient thermal impedances between this LED and each of
the other LEDs situated on the common PCB, can be estimated with the use of the ESTYM
algorithm described in [26]. This algorithm uses a similar idea of parameter estimation, as
described in [55]. The waveforms of self- and transfer transient thermal impedances Zthe(t)
measured with the use of the method described in [12,20] are the input data for ESTYM
software [37]. This software allows computing the values of parameters Rthe, N, ai and τthi
describing the considered electric transient thermal impedances with the formula [18,26]

Zthe(t) = Rthe ·
[

1−
N

∑
i=1

ai · exp
(
− t
τthi

)]
(9)

where N is the number of thermal time constants τthi corresponding to the coefficients ai of
the sum equal to 1.

The value of Rthe is equal to the average value of the waveform Zthe(t) in the steady
state. The values of parameters ai and τthi are computed with the use of the least-squares
method. Next, values of elements Rthi and Cthi existing in the thermal model are computed
with the use of the formulas given in [26].

It is worth noticing that the parameters characterising mutual thermal couplings
between each pair of the diodes mounted on the same PCB could have different values,
depending on the direction of the heat flow [28]. This phenomenon is a result of different
values of the efficiency of conversion of electrical energy into light for LEDs emitting light
of different colours.

A very important problem is analysis of the error of the parameter value estimation.
This error depends on the uncertainty of measurements, the results of which are the input
data for the estimation procedure. For example, the value of the surface power density of
the emitted light, Ee, is measured directly with the use of a radiometer. According to the
producer data [56], the measurement uncertainty does not exceed 6%. We also performed
a series of measurements of the surface power density of the emitted light for selected
values of the forward current of one of the investigated LEDs. The standard deviation
of the obtained results normalised to the average value of the measured results did not
exceed 0.35%.

In turn, transient thermal impedances occurring in the described model are measured
indirectly. The manner of calculating the measurement standard uncertainty of Zth(t)
using the total differential method is described in [57,58]. According to the considerations
presented in the cited papers, this uncertainty depends on the type B uncertainty of the
measured calibration curve, on the error of the measurements of the dissipated power
and on the error of measurements of the thermo-sensitive parameter. This uncertainty
is a decreasing function of the difference between the device’s internal temperature Tj
and ambient temperature Ta. With properly selected instruments and a high value of the
difference Tj–Ta, this uncertainty does not exceed a few percentage points.

4. Investigated Devices

For the investigations, power LEDs of the type Golden DRAGON®, manufactured by
OSRAM Semiconductor (Munich, Germany) were selected. These LEDs are dedicated for
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use in planes and cars [59]. They emit light of six different colours: LW (white), LB (blue),
LT (green), LR (red), LY (yellow) and LCW (warm white). According to the catalogue data,
diodes LCW, LB, LT and LW are made of gallium nitride (GaN), whereas diodes LY and LR
are made of aluminium gallium indium phosphide (InGaAlP) [59].

According to the diode datasheets [59], the maximal forward current of the inves-
tigated devices is equal to 1 A and the viewing angle amounts to 120◦. The junction
temperature of these diodes cannot exceed 135 ◦C. The values of the total luminous flux
ΦV, the thermal resistance Rthj-s between the junction and the soldering point for the inves-
tigated devices and the central wavelength of the emitted light, λmax, are given in Table 1.
As is visible, the total luminous flux changes in a wide range—from 15 lm for an LB diode
to 130 lm for an LW diode. It is worth observing for each of the considered devices that
at the same value of forward current, the luminous flux can change even twofold due to
technological dispersion. The thermal resistance of these diodes between the junction and
the soldering point is in the range from 5 to 6.5 K/W [59].

Table 1. Values of luminous flux ΦV, thermal resistance Rthj-s and central wavelength of the investi-
gated power LEDs [59].

Diode LR LY LT LB LW LCW

Rthj-s
(K/W) 6.5 6.5 6.5 5 5 5

φv (lm) 39–71
@400 mA

39–82
@400 mA

52–97
@350 mA

15–33
@350 mA

71–130
@350 mA

45–97
@350 mA

λmax (nm) 628 590 528 467 480 610

In the investigations, the mentioned diodes are mounted in the white surface packages
produced from the recovered plastic material and soldered to a PCB of dimensions 100 mm
× 100 mm and thickness 1.5 mm. This PCB contains an internal copper layer connecting
the anodes of all the LEDs. The location of each of the considered power LEDs is shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Dimensions of the investigated PCB and the locations of the investigated power LEDs. 

  

Figure 2. Dimensions of the investigated PCB and the locations of the investigated power LEDs.

As is visible, the investigated devices are mounted in two rows, including three LEDs
situated 24 mm apart from each other. The distance between these rows is equal to 11 mm.

5. Measurement and Computation Results

To verify the usefulness of the proposed model, some computations and measure-
ments were performed for all the mentioned power LEDs. At first, the investigations
were performed for each of the investigated power LEDs operating alone. During these
investigations, characteristics of the diodes were measured in the set-up shown in [48].
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5.1. Measurement Set-Up

The DC–voltage characteristics of the investigated devices are measured in the ther-
mally steady state with the use of the set-up shown in Figure 3. Simultaneously, the
surface power density of the emitted light and the junction temperature of these diodes are
measured. During the measurements, the investigated diodes are situated in a light-tight
chamber.
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Figure 3. Diagram of the used measurement set-up.

The probe of a radiometer is situated in the axis of the investigated diodes. A radiome-
ter of the type HD2302 by DeltaOhm (Caselle di Selvazzano, Italy) [56] is used. It makes
it possible to measure radiation in a spectral range from 400 to 1050 nm. The calibration
uncertainty is lower than 5%. The junction temperature of each diode is measured using
the indirect electrical method [48,60].

The thermo-sensitive parameter used in this method is the forward voltage VF of
the diode biased with current IM of a low value. This voltage nearly linearly depends on
temperature [17,19,51]. Before starting the measurements, the calibration curves VF(T) of
each diode must be measured. The slopes of these curves, αF, are calculated. During the
calibration, all the switches are opened and the diodes are situated in a thermal chamber.
The temperature of this chamber can be regulated.

If any DC characteristic of the diode DUTi is measured, switch Si is closed and the
heating current IH flows through this diode until a thermally steady state is obtained. The
value of the diode current IH is measured with the use of an ammeter, whereas the forward
voltage VH on the diode is measured with a voltmeter.

To measure the junction temperature of these diodes, immediately after switching
off switches S1–S6, the diode’s forward voltage VC is measured at the forward current
IM flowing through these diodes. With the use of the measured waveform VC(t) and the
thermometric characteristic VF(T), waveforms of the junction temperature Tj(t) of each
diode are calculated using the formula

Tj(t) = Ta +
VC(t)−VF(Ta)

αF
(10)

where Ta denotes ambient temperature.
In the set-up shown in Figure 3, ED is the power supply voltage. The investigated

power LEDs are denoted as DUT1–DUT6. Resistors RH1–RH6 and RM1–RM6 are used to
regulate the heating current IH and the measuring current IM of each diode, respectively. In
measurement set-ups used to measure the internal temperature of semiconductor devices
with indirect electrical methods, commonly presented in the literature [11,19,60], the main
current of these devices in the form of a rectangular pulse train is obtained using two
switched current sources. As is commonly known, it is impossible to construct a current
source with a constant value of output current obtained in a wide range of voltages on
such a source. Therefore, typically, such current sources are realised with the use of voltage
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sources and resistors, as shown in Figure 3. There are measuring devices with the ability to
generate constant current over a wide voltage range, like Keithley 2400 and 2600, but these
devices are expensive; the solution illustrated in Figure 3 is simpler and less costly.

In the presented set-up, current IMi is equal to the quotient of voltage equal to ED–VDi
and the sum of resistances RHi and RMi. In turn, the current IHi is equal to the quotient of
voltage equal to ED – VDi and the resistance RHi. Due to a high value of the voltage ED,
the values of currents IHi and IMi practically do not change by more than by 2% during the
measurement. Therefore, we can say that the investigated LEDs operate at feeding from
current sources of a fixed value of output current.

If only one diode is heated, switch S1 is closed and other switches are opened. In
contrast, if all the diodes are heated together, all the switches are closed.

In the presented measurement set-up, fast power metal-oxide semiconductor field-
effect transistors (MOSFETs) are used as switches S1–S6. When such switches are turned off,
the resistance connected in series with each of the investigated diodes increases by about
100 times. The used value of resistance RMi is equal to about 1 kΩ. The internal capacitance
of the diode typically does not exceed 10 nF. This means that the switching-off time of this
diode should not exceed 100 µs. Therefore, the measured waveforms Tj(t) should not be
disturbed by the electrical transients for time t > 100 µs.

5.2. Measurement and Computation Results

In the next part of this section, selected results of the measurements (points) and
computations (lines) are presented in Figures 4–11. The computations and measurements
were performed for all the investigated power LEDs operating alone (Figures 4–9) and
together (Figures 10 and 11).
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Figure 4. Computed and measured I–V characteristics of the tested power LEDs in lin-lin (a) and
lin-log (b) scales.
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Figure 5. Dependence of the estimated values of the parameter Ee0 of the investigated power LEDs
on the central wavelength λmax of the emitted light.
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Figure 10. Computed and measured waveforms of junction temperatures of the investigated power
LEDs while cooling after power is supplied to a single diode only: (a) the LT diode and (b) the LY
diode.
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Figure 11. Computed (empty bars) and measured (full bars) values of junction temperature (a) and
the surface power density of the emitted light (b) for the power LEDs operating alone and together
with the other diodes situated on the common PCB.

Figure 4 presents I–V characteristics of the tested diodes obtained in a thermally steady
state.

As can be observed, a good match of the computed and measured characteristics
is obtained. It is worth noticing that the forward voltage of LR and LY diodes is much
lower than that of the other diodes. The highest value of the diode’s forward voltage is
obtained for the LB diode. In contrast, the series resistances (determining the slope of these
characteristics) of LR and LY diodes are much higher than those of the other diodes. In the
characteristics presented in the lin-log scale, one can observe visible differences between
measured and computed results for LT, LCW and LW diodes. These differences are a result
of a simple form of the electrical model, in which the second-order phenomena are omitted.
On the other hand, this simplification is justified because the considered semiconductor
devices should operate in the range of high values of diode current, in which high optical
power is emitted.

The observed differences between I–V characteristics obtained for the tested diodes
emitting light of different colours are connected with different values of the band-gap
voltage Vgo of the materials used to construct these diodes. Using I–V characteristics of
the tested LEDs measured for four values of ambient temperature in the range from 25
to 100 ◦C, the values of the parameters characterising the electrical model are estimated
using a local estimation idea. The estimated values of voltage Vgo, together with the other
parameters of the electrical model of the investigated LEDs, are collected in Table 2. As
seen, the values of the parameter Vgo belong to the range from 2.04 to 3.37 V. In turn, the
values of the parameter n belong to the range from 2.4 to 5.3. The series resistance RS0
changes from 0.15 Ω for the LT diode to 0.46 Ω for the LR diode.
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Table 2. Estimated values of the parameters of the electrical models for the investigated LEDs.

Diode LR LY LT LB LW LCW

Vgo (V) 2.04 2.16 2.63 3.37 2.79 2.86

I0 (A) 1.1 1.93 0.06 220 0.26 0.5

n 3 3.3 5.3 2.4 3.4 3.4

RS0 (Ω) 0.46 0.42 0.15 0.25 0.19 0.19

Figure 5 illustrates the influence of the estimated values of the parameter Ee0, to which
the optical power of the emitted light is proportional, on the central wavelength of the
emitted light for all the tested LEDs. The coefficient of determination for the measured and
computed dependence is R2 = 0.86.

As can be seen, the considered dependence can be properly approximated with the
use of a square function. The values of the parameter Ee0 for these diodes change in the
range from 2 to 22 W/m2. The minimum of the considered dependence is observed at
the wavelength corresponding to the LY diode. The observed differences in the values
of the Ee0 parameter result from the properties of the used semiconductor materials and
their external quantum efficiency (EQE). From the literature, it is known that the EQE is
the highest for blue LEDs and the lowest for green LEDs [61]. In turn, diodes emitting
white light are characterised by different values of Ee0. For the LW diode, the parameter
Ee0 is nearly twice that for the LCW diode, emitting warm white light. This means that for
diodes characterised by a higher value of the CCT, higher values of the Ee0 parameter are
observed. It is also worth noticing that for all the considered devices, the parameter αL has
the same value.

The dependence of the surface power density Ee on the area illuminated by the tested
diodes in their axes on their forward current is shown in Figure 6.

As is visible, the values of Ee for the investigated diodes differ from each other, even
by 1400%. The considered parameter has the highest value for the LB diode and the lowest
value for the LY diode. The dependence Ee(ID) is an increasing function for each diode, but
the slope of the considered characteristics is a decreasing function of the forward current.
Results of computations and measurements fit well, and the average relative absolute
difference between these results changes from 2.9% for the LW diode to 9.6% for the LY
diode.

For the designers and users of power LEDs, it is very important to obtain a high
value of watt-hour efficiency of the conversion of the electrical energy into light, ηopt.
This parameter is equal to the quotient of the optical power Popt of the emitted light and
the electrical power (equal to the product of forward voltage VD and forward current ID)
supplying the investigated diodes. The dependence of this parameter on forward current
is shown in Figure 7.

For many investigated LEDs, a good agreement between the results of measurements
and the results of computations is obtained. Big differences, which do not exceed 10%, are
observed only for LR and LT diodes for low values of forward current. In this range of
forward current, low values of optical power are observed and the relative uncertainty of
measurements of this power could be high due to the resolution of the used radiometer.
It is worth observing that the results of the measurements presented in Figure 7 show
that the dependence ηopt(ID) is the maximum at ID in the range between 10 and 20 mA.
Unfortunately, our model does not properly describe this phenomenon. The results of the
computations show that the considered dependence is a decreasing function of forward
current. It is visible that LR and LB diodes are characterised by the highest values of ηopt,
whereas the LY diode is characterised by the lowest value of this parameter. Results of
computations and measurements fit well, and the average relative absolute difference
between these results changes from 4.2% for the LW diode to 10.7% for the LY diode.

Figure 8 illustrates the dependence of the estimated values (points) of the self-electrical
thermal resistance of the considered power LEDs on the central wavelength of the light
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emitted by these diodes. The coefficient of determination for the measured and computed
dependence is R2 = 0.96.

As is visible, values of Rthe of the considered power LEDs depend on the wavelength
of the emitted light. The values of the mentioned parameter for the considered diodes
differ even by 20%. As is known, values of electrical thermal resistance of power LEDs
depend both on the thermal properties of the used case and the other components of the
heat flow path and on the relationship between the electrical power Pe consumed by the
investigated device and the power of the emitted light, Popt. The power of the emitted light
is high for power LEDs characterised by a high value of EQE. Therefore, at the same values
of power Pe, different values of the heating power Pth = Pe − Popt are obtained. At the
same efficiency of heat removal, the higher the EQE, the lower the increase in the junction
temperature Tj of the investigated power LEDs at the same value of Pe. Therefore, the
values of Rthe are lower for power LEDs of higher EQE.

As shown, the dependence Rthe(λmax) can be effectively approximated with a square
function. The maximum of this function is observed for the diodes emitting light of
wavelength equal to about 550 nm. The observed differences in the values of Rthe are a
result of differences in the ηopt parameter for the considered devices and the location of
these diodes on the investigated PCB.

The waveforms of the junction temperature Tj of the investigated diodes are shown in
Figure 9. These waveforms are determined while cooling the investigated devices after
obtaining a thermally steady state at forward current equal to 1 A.

Due to different values of electric thermal resistance and forward voltage of the inves-
tigated diodes, various values of Tj at the beginning of the cooling process are observed.
The mentioned differences between the values of Tj are equal to even 25 ◦C. The lowest
value of Tj is observed for the LR diode, whereas the highest value is observed for the LT
diode. The discrepancies are also visible in the course of Tj(t) for different diodes resulting
from different values of thermal capacitances characterising each investigated LED. For
each considered diode, the thermally steady state is obtained after 1500 s once the cooling
starts.

The results of computations and measurements presented further illustrate the influ-
ence of thermal couplings between the investigated diodes on the junction temperatures of
these diodes and the surface power density of the emitted light. The investigations were
performed in two operating situations. In the first situation, the current ID that causes
heating of the investigated LEDs flows through one diode only, whereas in the other, a
current ID of the same value flows simultaneously through all the diodes situated on the
common PCB.

During these measurements, the distance between the probe of the radiometer and
the surface of the investigated diode is equal to 38 mm and the light-tight tube is situated
between this probe and the investigated diode.

Figure 10 shows the waveform of the junction temperature of each diode situated on
the tested PCB while cooling. At t = 0 in the investigated diodes, the thermally steady state
is obtained after power is supplied to a single diode only—the LT diode (Figure 10a) and
the LY diode (Figure 10b). In both cases current ID is equal to 1 A.

As is visible, the junction temperature of the diode to which power is supplied is
much higher than ambient temperature. This is the result of self-heating phenomena. It
is also visible that the junction temperatures of the other diodes are higher than ambient
temperature. This is a result of mutual thermal couplings between the diodes situated on
the common PCB. As shown in Figure 2, the LY diode is situated near the edge of the PCB,
whereas the LT diode is situated near the centre of this PCB. Therefore, bigger differences
in the values of the junction temperature of the diodes to which power is not supplied
(hereafter called sensors) are observed in the case when the LY diode is supplied with power
(hereafter called the heater). In this case, these differences exceed even 10 ◦C, whereas in
the other considered case, such differences are smaller than 5 ◦C. It is worth observing that
the junction temperatures of the sensors situated at the same distance from the heater are
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nearly the same. It is also shown that the influence of mutual thermal couplings on the
internal temperatures of power LEDs is weaker when the distance between the heater and
the sensor decreases. It is also worth observing that the junction temperature of unpowered
LEDs starts decreasing by about 10 s after the power feed to the heater is switched off. This
delay in changing the junction temperature of the unpowered LEDs is a result of a thermal
time constant corresponding to the PCB on which the investigated diodes are mounted. The
value of the considered thermal time constant depends on thermal capacitance, depending
on the volume of the used PCB [62].

The results of the investigations shown in Figure 9 correspond to the operation of each
and every power LED. For the investigations, the results of which are shown in Figure
9, the investigated PCB is situated inside a light-tight chamber of dimensions 400 × 250
× 220 mm3. In contrast, in Figure 10, the results of the investigations performed for the
PCB lie on the table without a light-tight chamber. Due to the differences in the cooling
conditions, the values of the junction temperature at the beginning of cooling (t = 0) visible
in Figure 10 are lower than the values of this temperature visible in Figure 9.

To illustrate the influence of mutual thermal couplings on optical and thermal prop-
erties of the investigated semiconductor devices, some measurements and computations
were performed. Values of the surface power density Ee on the surface illuminated by
the emitted light and the junction temperature Tj of the investigated power LEDs were
measured and computed. The investigations were performed for two cases. In the first
case (marked with the red colour), a forward current ID = 750 mA flows through one
power LED only. In the other case (marked with the green colour), a current of the same
value flows through all the diodes simultaneously. Figure 11 presents the results of these
investigations obtained in the steady state. In this figure, full bars represent the results of
the measurements, whereas empty bars (with dashed lines) represent the results of the
computations.

This figure also presents confidence intervals. For the measurements of Ee, the rel-
ative standard uncertainty is equal to ±6%, according to the producer’s data [56]. For
temperature Tj, the standard uncertainty does not exceed ±2 ◦C. For both the mentioned
parameters, we can estimate only type B uncertainty. We assumed a confidence level equal
to 0.95, for which the coverage factor is equal to 1.96. The confidence intervals are equal to
the products of standard uncertainty and coverage factor.

In Figure 11a, it is visible that an additional increase in the junction temperature of the
investigated diode is a result of power dissipation in the other diodes. This increase is the
smallest for the LB diode (20 ◦C) and the biggest for the LCW diode (40 ◦C). An increase
in the junction temperature causes a decrease in Ee, which can be observed in Figure 11b.
The biggest decrease in Ee is observed for the LR diode. This decrease is equal to even 40%.
It is worth noticing that for all the considered situations, the results of the measurements
and computations fit well—the differences are smaller than 10%, and typically they do not
exceed the values of the confidence intervals. This confirms the correctness of the proposed
model of power LEDs operating on the common PCB. It is also easy to observe that omitting
the mutual thermal couplings between the power LEDs situated on a common PCB causes
a big error in the computations of the junction temperature and parameters characterising
the emitted light.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposes a new compact electro-thermo-optical model of multi-colour
power LEDs situated on a common PCB. This model has the form of a subcircuit for SPICE,
and this makes it possible to compute the voltage and current of the modelled diodes and
selected optical parameters, e.g., optical power, as well as the junction temperature of these
semiconductor devices, taking into account self-heating phenomena and mutual thermal
coupling between these diodes. Using the proposed model, the temperature distribution
on the tested PCB can be computed both in the steady state and at transients.
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The form of the formulated model is simple, and the values of its parameters can
be obtained in an easy way. In particular, the parameters characterising mutual thermal
couplings between the considered LEDs depend on the distance between them. This
observation means that for the diodes situated at the same distance from the modelled
diodes, the common RC network in the thermal model can be used.

In contrast to the models presented in the literature, the new model uses electric self-
and transfer transient thermal impedances, which can be more easily measured than the
real transient thermal impedance. Additionally, the convergence of the computations is
very easy to obtain. A simple method of estimating the model parameters values is also
proposed.

The correctness of the elaborated model was verified experimentally for six diodes
emitting light of different colours or white light of different CCTs. This verification was
performed in the steady state and at transients for the diodes operating alone and the
simultaneous operation of all the diodes situated on the common PCB. The presented
results of measurements and computations show that for all the investigated diodes, a
good match between the results of measurements and computations of the electrical,
thermal and optical properties of the investigated LEDs can be obtained. It is clearly shown
that the influence of self-heating phenomena and mutual thermal couplings between the
diodes situated on the common PCB on the properties of all the considered power LEDs
can be effectively described using the same electro-thermo-optical model proposed in this
paper.

It is also shown that such parameters as Ee0 and Rthe characterising optical and
thermal properties of the investigated devices depend on the central wavelength λmax of
the emitted light. The dependence can be approximated with the use of square functions.
The observed differences between the values of Ee0 for the investigated diodes exceed even
1500%, whereas for Rthe, these differences do not exceed 20%.

Mutual thermal couplings between the power LEDs situated on the common PCB
cause a visible increase in the junction temperature of the tested diodes (even by nearly
40 ◦C) and a decrease in the optical power (even by 40%). It was shown that omitting
mutual thermal couplings between the considered devices situated on the common PCB
can cause unacceptably big overestimation of radiometric parameters characterising the
emitted light and big underestimation of the device junction temperature. Additionally,
the underestimation of the junction temperature causes the overestimation of the device
lifetime, which can be overestimated by even 20 times.

It is also worth observing that the values of the electrical, thermal and optical parame-
ters of the investigated diodes visibly differ from each other. For example, the band-gap
voltage values differ by even 50%. In turn, the coefficients characterising optical power can
differ from each other by even 16 times. The results presented in our paper were obtained
with measurements and computations taking into account self-heating phenomena in
each diode and mutual thermal coupling between each pair of the diodes situated on the
common PCB.

Analysing the presented results, it is visible that for some diodes, the differences
between the results of measurements and computations are bigger than can be expected
when analysing only the influence of the measurement’s uncertainty. This shows that
our model is not perfect, because it omits some physical phenomena occurring in the
investigated devices, e.g., nonlinearity of the heat transfer generated in power LEDs to
the surroundings. Yet, the obtained differences between the results of measurements
and computations do not exceed the values acceptable for engineers and the time of
computations is acceptably long.

In our model, we do not take into account the influence of junction temperature on
the efficiency of heat removal that is dissipated in the considered devices. Yet, in our
previous studies [12,26,48,63], we showed that the thermal resistance Rth decreases with an
increase in the junction temperature, even by 25%. This means that due to this effect, an
increase in the device’s junction temperature Tj is lower than in the case of using the linear
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thermal model. In further investigations, we will formulate an electro-thermal model of
the considered devices, taking into account the dependence Rth(Tj).

The proposed model can be used to model the characteristics of power LEDs emitting
white and colour light with good accuracy and can help engineers working on lighting sys-
tems. It can be also used in didactics to illustrate selected properties of such semiconductor
devices for students. The form of the proposed model is dedicated for SPICE, but it can be
adapted for different simulation tools, e.g., MATLAB and PSIM.
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Nomenclature

Tj junction temperature
Ta ambient temperature
Popt optical power
Ee surface power density of the emitted light
Zthe(t) electrical transient thermal impedance
vD forward voltage
iD diode current
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